UKACTIVE’S BLUEPRINT FOR AN ACTIVE BRITAIN

More people, more active, more often.
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The national cost of physical inactivity now stands at £20 billion per year.1
Although this is comparable to many of the great public health challenges facing the UK today, including smoking, alcohol harm and poor diet, physical inactivity is the last of these factors to receive a long-term, dedicated, resource-backed strategy.

Studies published in the Lancet have shown that inactivity is as dangerous to an individual’s health as smoking, and a recent study of 334,000 European men found that nearly twice as many premature deaths can be attributed to physical inactivity as to obesity.2

ukactive’s Blueprint for an Active Britain calls for a single-minded focusing of resources, energy and policy to turn the tide of physical inactivity. It is one of the UK’s greatest-ever social challenges. At its heart, the ukactive Blueprint lays the foundations for a stakeholder-supported government-led review of how and where physical activity can play a part in improving the nation’s wellbeing, with practical policy recommendations across a range of areas.

It reveals fresh data citing that 57 per cent of MPs believe physical inactivity is one of the top two health issues facing the UK right now and that 79 per cent of MPs feel that physical inactivity should be a higher priority for government.3

For the first time, this document brings together the highest profile voices to address core themes in physical activity promotion, and sets out an ambitious forward course for policy development at this critical juncture.

2 Winkelkamp et al, “Physical activity tracked across levels of socio-economic advantage and in older persons and women: the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC)”, American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Jan 2015, pp 1–9
3 DoDo MP Polling on behalf of ukactive, (2015), Parliamentary Perception of Active MPs September 2015
We set out ten fundamental truths as the starting point of a turbo-charged government focus on the issues which will lead to greater cohesion between stakeholders, government and the physical activity sector in re-embedding activity back into our daily lives.

1. To turn the tide of inactivity, getting people moving must be considered a top-tier, stand-alone health issue, and embedding activity into all aspects of daily life must be of the highest priority for government.

2. Physical activity must become a crucial part of the delivery mechanisms of the National Health Service (NHS), with the development of a comprehensive, evidence-based physical activity service available to everyone who needs it integral to future healthcare planning in Britain.

3. When it comes to activity provision, one size does not fit all. Regardless of age, gender, disability or background, there should be a range of physical activity opportunities that cater for all audiences. These should be delivered in a range of settings with the support of government, local authorities, the activity sector and a range of public and private stakeholders; there should be a constant process of innovation and new product development actively supported by government and the programmes, initiatives and projects that are shown to have an impact should be embedded in local frameworks.

4. The exclusive system of sports funding, overly reliant on a single strand of delivery via the previous ‘default’ mechanism of National Governing Bodies, should be modernised and made more open. Funding should be awarded to any organisation that can deliver much-needed impetus to tackling inequalities in participation and improving health, irrespective of whether they are from the public, private or third sector. This should accompany a fundamental and conclusive shift from talking about the counter-productive language of sport to the inclusive language of activity.

5. Where we live and work and how we travel, are fundamental to creating active habits and lifestyles: Town planners, architects and technology providers are now central to this discussion and their professional skills, harnessed in the right way, will bring about industrial-scale shifts in our relationship with activity.

6. Private enterprise and brands have an enormous role to play in the promotion of physical activity through innovative cross-sector partnerships and support via brands’ unique ability to create and sustain movements. It’s vital that the dialogue between government and business in this area continues to grow via an independent and refreshed Physical Activity Network that brings major consumer brands together with activity providers to catalyse innovation and partnerships.

7. Activity professionals and the wellbeing workforce have a titanic role to play in health promotion. Government should support the long-term development of the activity sector workforce so that it can support the NHS to deliver proactive wellbeing and preventative healthcare in a range of settings. In close working partnership with the existing community of medical professionals, the role of Chartered Activity Professional should be created to make this possible.

8. Research, evaluation and the proper use of technology are central to the success of health policy so government should support the widespread investment in modern technology. This will enable the tracking and monitoring of activity levels nationally. It’s also vital to evaluate the impact of local programmes developed in partnership with activity providers and their current technical partners. Research and medical bodies such as NICE should prioritise research investment into real-world programmes delivered by the activity sector.

9. Obesity is a national priority which should primarily be tackled through product reformulation, reduced portion sizes, the promotion of a balanced diet and other such measures which are shown to have an independently-verifiable positive impact on reducing calorie consumption and increasing energy expenditure. This must be underpinned by community-based services that educate, support and motivate people to move more as part of the long-term solution. However, government should look beyond the national obsession with fat and focus not only on the size of our waists but the health of our hearts: physical activity has vast and far-reaching benefits beyond its impact on weight management, a fact that must be recognised in all current and future engagement with this topic by government. You can neither outrun a bad diet, nor clean-eat away the impact of sedentary feet. We have to get the nation moving too.

10. An active workforce is a healthy, productive and commercially successful workforce. With an increasing number of jobs in the UK defined as sedentary, businesses, as well as the healthcare sector, begin to feel the strain of an inactive workforce. It’s essential that open dialogues between government, academics, private enterprise and the activity sector begin to share what works and support business, as well as the public sector, to introduce bold, ambitious plans for active workplaces. The promotion of physical activity by an employer has to become as important as the provision of an annual leave allowance, as employees increasingly assess the merits of one employer over another.

The ideas within this report present a system-wide approach to promoting physical activity for everyone, and a partnership approach to prevent the debilitating spread of physical inactivity. I look forward to working with all ukactive’s members, partners and stakeholders over the coming year to realise the ambitions set out in this document.
ukactive’s Blueprint for an Active Britain

**INTRODUCTION**

The ukactive Blueprint sets out clear and achievable recommendations to get the nation moving.

It builds on the current impetus shaped over several notable policy documents, frameworks and consultations in the past few years, to strengthen the government’s engagement with this crucial area of health, social and business policy with a clear challenge to go further.

For the first time, The ukactive Blueprint brings into one place the latest in evidence-based policy discourse nationally and internationally on a range of areas into one place, creating a central platform from which this movement can continue to gather pace.

It is a collection of themes that have the potential to expand on the foundation (of what is now a universal consensus) that sitting still kills and movement saves lives.

It fuses the evidence-based practice of epidemiology and public health research with the ambition and entrepreneurial flair of new technology, programmes and partnerships to get Britain moving at home, at work, in the park, pool or gym and it unites experience from the public, private and third sectors of industry into one coherent voice to get more people, more active, more often.

This document is being launched at a seminal moment for physical activity and health policy in the United Kingdom.

The Department of Culture, Media and Sport is deep into its consultation on the future strategy for ‘sport’, which will no doubt have a tangible impact on the funding mechanisms for physical activity and establish it more deeply within the health landscape, as well as modernising its language and direction.

Public Health England, now well-established as a body that produces evidence-based public health best practice, has been operating effectively through its regional centres, and has recently hailed the one year anniversary of Everybody Active, Every Day, the UK’s first government-led physical activity framework.4 This framework built upon ukactive’s own work including the report Turning the Tide of Inactivity5 together with a concerted investment in physical activity interventions, local authorities and the active leisure sector.

It has led to a doubling of activity budgets locally and to a notable increase in the confidence of Directors of Public Health and commissioners in the effectiveness of physical activity in practice, not least through the rapid development and dissemination of research and evaluation practice through ukactive’s Identifying what works for local physical inactivity interventions report.6

---

6 ukactive Research Institute & Sheffield Medical School, Public Health England, Identifying what works for local physical inactivity interventions, PHE, 2014
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England, this has been matched by the introduction of
the spiral undergraduate programme for medical schools
and the GP Clinical Champions Programme.
Physical activity and its benefits span a far wider reach
than simply measures introduced by the public health
or medical communities. The likes of Sustrans, Living
Streets and The Outdoor Industries Association have
ensured that active travel, walking, cycling and using
the outdoors, with all the numerous physical, social and
mental health benefits it brings, have been primary
foci for the government as part of the Walking
Cycling Investment programme and the Outdoor Strategy.
Following international examples from Nordic and
Northern European countries, active travel remains
a core part of getting more people moving.
The Richmond Group of Charities has been
increasingly active within the wider physical activity
sector for much needed condition-specific
physical activity platforms and training programmes,
even joining the call for an activity-led National Plan for
Health Improvement led by the Prime Minister in
What is preventing progress? as well as individual
charities such as MacMillan Cancer Support. Age UK and
Mind creating and delivering effective physical activity
interventions of their own alongside activity providers.
Brands and private corporations have also contributed
to this agenda with much needed funding, resources
and emphasis. There are examples of effective co-
working both within the remit of the Department of
Health’s Responsibility Deal and in partnership
with the state through innovative community-based
programmes. During a period of tight public finances,
the expertise, funding and support of major brands
has been instrumental in getting new projects off the ground,
especially when brands adopt a credible, evidence-based
approach and have a genuine commitment to getting
more people active. Harnessing a brands unique ability
to galvanise new movements and engage communities
also has an impact.
The physical activity sector is one of the success stories
of British industry over the past decade. It has matured
and grown as it continues to cater for many millions of
people every day, providing essential access to
health and wellbeing in every town and city in the UK.
The UK’s law-making body, the Houses of Parliament,
holds its first debate on physical inactivity last year and
the Health Select Committee’s overriding message, following an inquiry into activity and diet,
was ‘Move more’. But although there have been positive movements,
there are still areas that must be challenged and where
rhetoric is yet to be matched with much-needed action.
It could be said that the acceptance of the problem is still
to manifest into the provision of solutions.

From the Government’s Sporting Future For All through
to Moving More. Living More the United Kingdom has
continued to experience spiralling levels of physical
inactivity which are yet to level out, let alone decline in
the same way as obesity, smoking and alcohol abuse.
As set out in ukactive’s own, Turning the Tide of Inactivity and Steps to Solving Inactivity almost one third of UK
adults currently fail to meet even the minimum activity
levels, causing undue pressure on all aspects of
our society. Pressures which are only set to increase
as the population ages and becomes increasingly at risk
of non-communurable disease.
The Department of Health is still to fully meet
the challenge set by the inactivity pandemic with a costed
strategy to turn the tide, and the ambitions set out within
the Five Year Forward View, citing a ‘radical upgrade in
preventative and public health’. Have not taken enough
clear steps toward implementation across all networks,
developing the introduction of the ring-fenced Public Health
Grant which cannot be relied upon to remain eternally
in place.

In setting out its annual priorities for Public Health
England, the Public Health Minister does not name
physical activity as a core area of focus. The language
of obesity and the predominance of diet in government
language and strategies – in spite of MP’s desire for
activity to become a bigger focus – continue to hold
this movement back. The focus is still on the size of
Britain’s waistline rather than the health of hearts,
mines and communities – all of which are impacted
by inactive lifestyles.
The continuing association of activity with sport,
and activity often being considered only as a feeder
system to grow competitive sporting practice –
especially within the education system and the interests
that lie therein – is partly the reason why the health
sector is yet to be convinced of the merits of physical
activity as an effective solution for the nation’s health.
If the goal is improving the health of the nation, why
should we care about the manner in which people
move to achieve that goal?

Institute for Health Research, still doesn’t prioritise
and the academic community, including the National
Institute for Health Research, still doesn’t prioritise
research into physical activity practices applicable in
real-world settings.

The wellbeing workforce, and the colossal role
that can be played by tens of thousands of activity
professionals of all descriptions in keeping the nation
active, is yet to realise its full potential and employers
in the activity sector face more challenges when it
comes to hiring and providing jobs and careers to
young people across the UK.
The fact that there are so many strands to this debate
renders it even more crucial to have a central platform
and an encompassing movement outside of government
where the views and analysis of stakeholders with
a role to play in getting people active can be collected,
considered and promoted.

The ukactive Blueprint brings together a collection
of stakeholders speaking to the broadest spectrum of
physical activity policy. It aims to support each of these
individual voices to become louder in unison while
retaining their individuality.
The purpose of this document is to support government,
local authorities, business and activity providers of
type to collaborate in introducing ambitious new
measures in a range of areas to turn the tide of inactivity.
Most of all, ukactive’s Blueprint speaks to the urgency
that real action is taken in the short, medium and long-
term to address the need to re-embed activity back into
our daily lives.
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS TO SUPPORT GOVERNMENT, LOCAL AUTHORITIES, BUSINESS AND ACTIVITY PROVIDERS TO RE-EMBED ACTIVITY INTO DAILY LIFE.
ukactive’s Blueprint for an Active Britain

PUBLIC AND PREVENTATIVE HEALTH

PROFESSOR THE LORD DARZI

Author of the NHS report ‘High Quality Care For All’, former Health Minister and former Chair of the London Health Commission

“The ukactive Blueprint echoes the findings from the London Health Commission about the alarming reality of the current state of inactivity in our population. As a cancer surgeon I’m fully aware of the risks linked to unhealthy lifestyle choices and believe we are facing a public health emergency unless action is taken. We should all take responsibility to do more to help people make healthier choices. Major health benefits come from increasing physical activity and I agree that national and local governments need to work more closely with health services, business and other partners to ensure people take more responsibility for their health and wellbeing.”

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE

To turn the tide of inactivity, getting people moving must be considered a top-tier, standalone health issue.

INTRODUCTION

We are currently faced with the most inactive generation of all time: in England, nearly one in three adults fail to meet the Chief Medical Officer’s Guidelines on Physical Activity as of 2014.13

As the NHS faces the pressures of an ageing and ailing population, against a backdrop of substantial cost-cutting and efficiency savings, the impetus is now on the public health system to prevent and manage non-communicable diseases. Activity is the most powerful preventative measure at our disposal in this challenge.

With the arrival of Public Health England’s Everybody Active, Every Day, local deliverers and commissioners now have an improved set of tools, resources and guidance to monitor and improve local activity levels as well as create effective local partnerships. Perhaps more importantly, it set out an evidenced-base framework for action.

But in order to make sure that physical activity is championed across all levels of government and woven into every aspect of the preventative health system, national leadership must be shown to support this existing local action.

Public and preventative health play a pivotal role in the nation’s wellbeing and, when we consider the impact of smoking cessation policy in recent decades, significant and meaningful government action, backed by support from the private and third sector, can and will have the ability to get more people moving.
To turn the tide of inactivity, getting people moving must be considered a top-tier, standalone health issue, and embedding activity into all aspects of daily life must be a priority for government.

Government should produce a cross-departmental Physical Activity Strategy led by the Cabinet Office, setting out long-term, ambitious targets and committing significant resources both in funding, focus and research, to drastically reduce levels of inactivity. It should draw together existing work from Public Health England, the Department of Culture, Media and Sport, the academic community, international examples and the Government’s own Smoking Kills (1997) white paper, to ensure that this necessary document is backed up with deliverable action.

The letter setting out Public Health England’s annual remit, sent by the Public Health Minister to the Chief Executive of Public Health England, should include physical activity as a top-tier, standalone public health issue and recognise that a singular and strong focus on inactivity is now required, backed up by specific action at a national and local level.

Government should immediately expand the scope of social marketing practices, specifically around physical activity within target populations, scaling up those messages which have proven to have an impact on levels of activity at a local level. Government should commit funding and resources at a national level – along with the support and networks of the physical activity sector and the private sector – to maintain and expand headline campaigns such as This Girl Can and Change4Life to encourage physical activity and raise awareness of the Chief Medical Officer’s guidelines for activity levels. The activity sector should take these national frameworks and align their own marketing budgets and resources to expand their reach.
Government should reaffirm its commitment to public health as a crucial area of health policy.

In line with the Securing our Future Health (2002) report to the Treasury, the Prime Minister should commission a fresh independent review of public health policy and practice in the UK, with a specific focus on how government can champion lifestyle and behavioural change to prevent the onset of non-communicable disease, drawing on successful international examples and promising local projects. This review should include an evaluation of the effectiveness of current funding structures, with a particular focus on under-represented groups such as women and girls and disabled people, and create clear recommendations for relevant departments as to how a preventative approach to health can be maximised as well as developing a stronger understanding and benchmarking of the scale of public health issues.

Through whichever department or method government funding structures deem fit, government should champion the maintenance, protection and annual growth of a fund for local authorities to improve the wellbeing and health of local populations in line with priorities set out in the Joint Strategic Needs Assessments (JSNAs). The fund’s crucial role in determining local health outcomes should be recognized within the wider health budget. This should be supported by an increasing role for the NHS via local Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) who must now realise the long-held ambition to make physical activity a core business of the NHS.

The private sector, with its unique networks and global reach, should be considered a crucial partner in the development of a physical activity strategy and its resources utilised in the promotion of active lifestyles.

Government should support local authorities and the physical activity sector to work with the private sector in cross-sector partnerships that deliver effective physical activity opportunities. Partnerships with private enterprise that can have a demonstrable impact on more inactive groups, such as women and girls, should be supported and encouraged to scale up.

The Department of Health should commit to the ongoing engagement of business through a refresh of the Physical Activity Network, and oversee the development of a new independent network to help employers contribute to activity policy and best practice. It should engage with and support this network in a shared vision of getting more people, more active, more often.

To utilise new technology’s huge potential to engage people in physical activity, government-backed technology investment funds, delivered through sector-led investment incubators such as the London Co-Investment Fund, should be expanded. The specific goal should be to support the creation and development of start-up companies, including technology platforms which have the potential to engage inactive groups and support local delivery, and match these start-ups with proven entrepreneurial mentors and support to access the market via bodies such as ukactive.

The Prime Minister should commission an independent review of public health policy and how government can champion lifestyle and behavioural change.
THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE

Physical activity is recognized to be essential to physical and mental wellbeing, and inactivity as a major cause of ill health. The Royal College of GPs welcomes the initiatives of ukactive in highlighting the effects of physical activity and inactivity and promoting the use of interventions in physical activity in the prevention and management of long-term conditions. Primary care is where most NHS prevention and long-term condition management takes place. The promotion of physical activity in primary care, with support from Royal Colleges and local authorities, can only benefit the health of the whole community.

President of the Royal College of General Practitioners

"A comprehensive, evidence-based physical activity service should be available to everyone and integral to the future planning of all Healthcare."
INTRODUCTION

Physical inactivity contributes to the onset of over twenty non-communicable diseases. In the UK, nearly 20 per cent of breast cancers, 13 per cent of cases of type 2 diabetes and nearly one in five of all premature deaths are caused by an inactive lifestyle. Up to 70 per cent of all of the NHS’s costs are connected with the treatment of long-term conditions. Inactivity itself places a huge burden on the health service, with inactive adults likely to spend 38 per cent more time in hospital and visit their doctor far more regularly. The Academy of Royal Medical Colleges describes activity as a ‘miracle cure.’ Yet, despite the numerous and varied effects of physical activity, activity-based behaviour change interventions have yet to be utilised to their full reach and undoubted potential. In the current system, they suffer from a lack of exposure and a lack of consistent regulation and quality.

With the Five Year Forward View and the appetite of primary care and CCGs to focus attention on a preventative approach for long-term sustainability, there comes an opportunity to embed activity within the core of health delivery and make a meaningful impact on local services. Steps have been made through the Moving Professionals strand of Everybody Active, Every Day to start this process in earnest.

Although the support and funding of preventative methods by CCGs is crucial, a wider focus from the NHS, to include the development of healthcare professionals and the need for a strategy to improve the health of the NHS’s workforce will be key in kick-starting the culture shift that is needed.

Every GP surgery should be equipped to deliver an evidenced-based physical activity behavioural intervention.

Every GP surgery should have access to a trained physical-activity professional, equipped to deliver an evidence-based physical activity behavioural intervention. Their implementation should be supported by local authorities and CCGs to build bridges and become a recognised part of local delivery services both within primary care and beyond.

CCGs should expand the practice of joining up commissioning budgets with local authorities to invest in evidence-based physical activity initiatives and support local voluntary sector organisations to deliver existing programmes for targeted populations, in relation to condition-specific pathways, which will have a long-term positive impact on various local services and CCG Outcome Indicators. NHS England should take a leading role in supporting and encouraging CCGs with the most forward thinking approaches and strategic visions to preventative health in line with the recommendations in the Five Year Forward View.

Policy Recommendations

1. Physical activity must become a crucial part of the delivery mechanisms of the NHS, with the development of a comprehensive evidence-based systematic integration of physical activity into clinical care.

   » Under the expert guidance of the medical community, including key stakeholders such as the Faculty of Sport and Exercise Medicine and The Richmond Group of Charities, physical activity should be immediately integrated into all care pathways of specific conditions where there is an irrefutable evidence base for its effectiveness and mechanisms for its provision firmly established.

   » To embed activity into the core business of the NHS and meet its mandate to effect ‘improvement of the physical and mental health of the people’ set out within the NHS Creation Act (1945), the National Health Service, along with NICE and the Department of Health, should commit to developing a long-term plan to introduce a national physical activity behavioural intervention service. It should be based on existing effective models both nationally and abroad and delivered through a range of community, health and physical activity settings. It should be underpinned by commitment from the medical community, and investments made into both the evaluation of its impact and the workforce that delivers the service.

In order to maximise the impact of community activity schemes, innovative private sector partnerships that incentivise physical activity should be explored, and effective models expanded.

Lessons should be learned from successful international and UK-based health insurance models which have proven that incentivising physical activity is cost-effective in terms of reducing medical costs. Examples from Switzerland and South Africa have entered the UK via the private health insurance market but could be expanded substantially in both the public and private sector of healthcare provision.

Research should examine the most effective ways that local authorities, CCGs and activity providers can achieve sustained behaviour change by using incentive-based models, as has been trialled in other areas of public health provision and exists within the private health sector.

A sitting member of every local health and wellbeing board should be appointed as a local activity champion.

Health practitioners have a pivotal role to play in developing and maintaining active communities. It is essential that every provider of healthcare and wellbeing is aware of and able to effectively communicate the benefits of regular activity.

NHS England’s Board of Directors should appoint a physical activity champion to lead the NHS’s engagement with physical activity, with a remit to integrate physical activity within relevant care pathways, to improve knowledge and sign-posting for NHS staff, and improve activity levels within the NHS itself.

To ensure that the English Academy of Royal Medical Colleges is meeting the most ambitious of national standards, it should produce a position statement equivalent to The Scottish Academy of Royal Medical Colleges and Faculties’ The Role of Health and Social Care in Increasing Physical Activity and set out specific steps the medical community can take to support tackling physical inactivity.

Additional requirements should be included within the education and training of primary care professionals on the specific mental and physiological benefits of physical activity within the treatment, prevention and management of certain chronic conditions. This should include additional modules integrated within existing training and development pathways for new professionals, as well as the introduction of specialist resources and tools.

The NHS should invest in its own organisational physical activity strategy in line with effective practice from private enterprise. Doctors and nurses are cited in research from Dame Carol Black’s Working for a Healthier Tomorrow® review as some of the unhealthiest public sector professionals. The NHS must take a leadership role in pioneering workplace health to ensure activity is central to the experience of healthcare professionals as well as patients, with a particular focus on encouraging and supporting inactive groups.

It is well known that being physically active is good for health – both physical health and mental health. Today many jobs are sedentary, offering very little physical activity. We now know that this is harmful. People who are less active and less fit have a greater risk of developing high blood pressure and coronary heart disease. We must now take seriously the need to restore physical activity into the workplace and to support employers and employees to move more and sit less, to safeguard their health. I therefore welcome The ukactive Blueprint and join them in calling for a more active workforce.”

INTRODUCTION

Every day, British people spend 60 per cent of their waking hours sitting down – and as much as 75 per cent for people who work in offices. The severe and harmful effects prolonged inactivity – regardless of exercise habits elsewhere – include an increased risk of Type 2 Diabetes, cancer, heart disease and premature death – has led to sitting being referred to as ‘the new smoking.’

Inactivity is now recognised as an independent risk factor for poor health. This means no amount of exercise can offset the damage done by spending a substantial portion of the day sedentary.

Workplace inactivity is therefore one of the most pressing public health issues and, unless addressed, will place a crippling, unmanageable burden on the NHS. An inactive workplace not only impacts the public purse: businesses with an inactive workforce lose out hugely. Absenteeism has been joined by the phenomenon of ‘presenteeism’ (being present at work but unable to be productive) as a top concern of HR professionals and business owners of all sizes.

It is time to fundamentally change Britain’s working culture so that the provision of support and inducements to get physically active are as essential to the contract between employer and employee as annual leave.

Fig 5.

Employees should be empowered to access the right equipment and services for them to get active.

Sedentary workplaces must undergo an activity revolution, with a broad, open approach which considers the unique needs of different sizes and types of employers to encourage physical activity at work.

A partnership should be formed between employers, government and the activity sector to create a framework of incentives, invested in by all, to make it easier for employees to get active.

On the basis that employers are willing to invest in the health of their employees and that the activity sector will match it with a contribution of its own through reduced charges, government should make its own contribution through the use of tax incentives to help employees promote their own workplace health, allowing them the freedom to tailor it towards their individual needs, co-building on the existing approach of the Fit4Work service.

Government should build upon the successful Cycle to Work scheme, which allows employees to loan and purchase bikes tax-free through their employer via a salary sacrifice scheme. It should be expanded to include a much broader range of health accessories and Personalised Activity Plans. As a result of employer contributions and reduced rates from activity providers, these would then be available to purchase at below market-rate, allowing employees the chance to access the right equipment and services, and providing a personalised approach to help them get and stay active.

Potentially branded as a new ‘Workout from Work’ scheme, the concept could have the same impact as the hugely successful provision of childcare vouchers and lead to a greater emphasis on physical activity promotion as part of a wider employee benefits and rewards programme.

Building upon recommendations in Public Health England’s Everybody Active, Every Day framework, government should lead the way in championing employee health and wellbeing and ensure there are multiple opportunities to be active throughout the day, highlighting the numerous benefits which derive from a healthy workforce.

Every Whitehall department and local authority should publish an employee wellness strategy, building upon best practice examples from the private sector. These should outline specific actions, such as internal incentive schemes, the introduction of new equipment or incorporation of active practices such as walking meetings, to improve the health and wellbeing of staff, and set clear, achievable targets in relation to increases in physical activity among the inactive workforce. All strategies should have a focus on inclusivity, with targeted provisions to engage groups who are traditionally the least active – including women, older people and disabled people.

The Department for Work and Pensions should conduct a review and develop a pilot scheme for a community physical activity referral programme for the long-term unemployed; delivery to be supported by large employers and the physical activity sector. This scheme has the potential to reinforce positive habits and capitalise on the link between physical activity and employment.
3 The financial resources and infrastructure needed to implement workplace wellbeing strategies are often prohibitive to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) — who are also the least likely to recognise the importance of supporting employee health.⁶

» A review should be launched into how existing regulation can improve SME uptake of workplace health schemes and what practical steps can be taken to integrate wellbeing into all businesses regardless of size. This should be part of a new, independent Physical Activity Network and done in conjunction with leading charities, expert stakeholders and businesses of various sizes.

» Government should explore various options to ease the financial barriers faced by SMEs, who typically do not have sufficient funds to invest in employee health and wellbeing. Options might include the provision of a low-interest loan to all companies who invest in evidence-based workplace physical activity interventions and broader employee health and wellbeing measures, and could include loans to cover adjustments to offices such as the installation of shower facilities and cycle storage areas.

4 Employers have a significant role to play in supporting employee wellness, which has a sizeable impact on employee wellbeing, retention and productivity. Employers should work with government, activity providers and the research community to provide effective employee wellness strategies for businesses of all sizes.

» A research programme should be undertaken by a new, independent Physical Activity Network, championed by the Chief Medical Officer, ukactive and a number of the nation’s biggest employers. It should be co-funded by industry to establish the best possible practice for internal workplace wellness programmes and initiatives that have the most sizeable impact on productivity, and a series of resources and tools for businesses of all sizes should be produced to aid the development of new workplace wellness initiatives and improve existing ones.

» Employers, through the appropriate networks, should partner with the wider physical activity sector to supplement existing programmes with incentive schemes and mutually beneficial partnerships, building upon successful international examples such as the President’s Challenge to American corporations, or the Disney partnership with Change4Life in the UK.

High-quality research and robust evidence are the cornerstones of effective policy, and while we know that physical activity is one of the most powerful medicines available to society, and we’ve proven that adding just small amounts of activity improves the health and wellbeing of almost everyone – all the resources and time spent investigating activity amounts to very little unless we know how to support more people, to be more active, more often.

The ukactive Blueprint highlights necessary steps to support the academic community and physical activity providers to put research at the heart of practice.”
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1 Powerful, robust research and high-quality evidence is the cornerstone of activity promotion. The first step of any behavioural intervention strategy must be obtaining a clear understanding of whether it will achieve its goal and whether it is the most effective way of doing so.

- To reward and promote more high-quality research into the health benefits of physical activity and effective behavioural interventions, research councils and academic journals should show a greater willingness to fund this research more regularly through dedicated funding programmes, placing an emphasis on research conducted in a real world as opposed to lab-based settings.

- All funded activity initiatives should include in their budget adequate funds for thorough, independent evaluation, in order to fully understand outcomes, efficacy and cost-effectiveness when compared with other programmes. Results should be published openly.

- The academic community should have to demonstrate the applicability to frontline practice of every piece of funded research conducted as part of any fundraising process.

2 Government is in a unique position to collate and analyse data collected across the entire UK, and should do so to gain a broader understanding of various trends and effective interventions.

- An independent research body or network should be established to collate, synthesise and disseminate data submitted from research studies across the nation. This independent body can also share noteworthy data with government and senior stakeholders.

3 Like medical treatments, effective public health policy requires an evidence-based approach to understand what works and make constant improvements as new information becomes available. The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) and other research funding bodies should collaborate to invest in real-world, practical research with a feedback mechanism that makes sure it informs frontline practice.

- The NIHR should commission a full review into all existing literature on the effectiveness of physical activity interventions, as well as all current spending on physical activity research and commit to increasing the scope of research in this area through dedicated funding programmes.

- Under the guidance of the Chief Medical Officer, The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, in partnership with the NIHR, should commission a full-scale review with an independent Chair, into the historical effectiveness of exercise on prescription. The review should highlight areas that need more research and funding; developments that can be made in practice; and clear recommendations as to how the ‘miracle cure’ of physical activity can be effectively delivered for the prevention, treatment and management of long-term conditions.

- It should be recognised that existing attempts to evaluate real-world physical activity services have relied on underqualified and poorly supported frontline staff, who lack dedicated expertise in research and evaluation processes. The importance of accurate data collection has suffered as a result of this lack of support; competency and resource. Any future strategy must address the need to invest in support for frontline teams to increase their ability to play fundamental roles in research studies, as well as their understanding of why such data collection processes are fundamental to the future improvement of services.
The ukactive Blueprint can and will unleash the physical activity sector to reach its vast and fullest potential in getting the nation active. Gyms, leisure facilities and fitness professionals are the people keeping the country moving – playing an indispensable role in safeguarding the health of the nation. Only by working in full partnership with government will it be possible to mobilise the resources we need to finally deliver an active life to everyone.”

Fred Turok
Chair of the Physical Activity Network and immediate past Chair, ukactive

The ukactive Blueprint can and will unleash the physical activity sector to reach its vast and fullest potential in getting the nation active. Gyms, leisure facilities and fitness professionals are the people keeping the country moving – playing an indispensable role in safeguarding the health of the nation. Only by working in full partnership with government will it be possible to mobilise the resources we need to finally deliver an active life to everyone.”

Government should substantially scale-up its collaboration with the Sector to support its role as a key delivery partner in the promotion of active lifestyles and public health.
INTRODUCTION

The physical activity sector is a driving force in the UK for positive physical and mental wellbeing. It harnesses capacity, expertise and motivation from public, private and third sector providers, and is united behind a common mission to get more people, more active, more often.

From corporate gyms and the local authority leisure centres which form integral community hubs, to sports providers, equipment suppliers, National Governing Bodies and local running clubs, the physical activity sector provides a crucial service to millions of people every day, largely without public funding. It is on its shoulders that the NHS is affordable today. It will be on its shoulders that the NHS is affordable in the future.

Over recent years, the physical activity sector has grown to incorporate a far wider array of delivery bodies: traditional gym and leisure operators have fused with sports delivery bodies and the public health sector to create a broader industry united by its common goal of getting the nation moving.

In the same way as manufacturing or the service economy have a vital role to play in maintaining and growing the UK’s economic infrastructure, the physical activity sector protects and improves the country’s human health infrastructure, with an unrivalled reach and momentum to do so.

A healthy population is essential to a thriving productive economy that is competitive in the global race. The physical activity sector is the means of delivering this healthy nation, able to thrive on the challenges that we face.

To meet those challenges, however, requires an industrial-scale level of cooperation between the physical activity sector and a government that unites the support of a broad range of partners such as major charities and commercial brands. This grand ‘Industrial Partnership’ is needed to unite all parties behind their shared goal of getting more people, more active, more often.

It is not something that can be done to the sector, but something that the sector must create in partnership and co-design with government. This report sets out a number of steps that can be taken within a range of areas to get people more active.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The physical activity sector is a vast and significant driver of the country’s wellbeing, used by millions of people every day to get active. Government should substantially scale-up its collaboration with the sector to support its role as a key delivery partner in the promotion of active lifestyles and public health.

   - Government has a number of ‘Industrial Partnerships’ with sectors deemed vital to the nation’s success. Given its impact on health and wellbeing today, and potential impact in the future, an Industrial Strategy should be created between government and the active leisure sector. This should outline regular and consistent government engagement; be underpinned by specific goals and investments; and fully explore how government’s public health strategy can be supported and how both parties can take specific steps to ensure everyone has the opportunity and motivation to be active. Resource, capacity and focus commitments from the physical activity sector combined with government prioritising the sector would result in a long-term collaborative partnership for the benefit of the UK’s health and wellbeing and chart a course of collaboration for the next ten years.

   - The Cutting Red Tape programme is a successful initiative encouraging business and government to identify and improve industry regulation. Without sacrificing standards, this programme should be applied in the active leisure sector. This would scale back excessive and unnecessary regulation and allow leisure providers the freedom and impetus to invest in new facilities and programmes.

   - Following on from the Department for Culture, Media and Sport’s consultation on the issue of tax and financial regulation of physical activity and sport, the Treasury should produce a review on reducing the cost of trade for physical activity organisations and providers. This would reflect the unique nature of physical activity provision in the wellbeing economy and should consider longer-term measures such as the official reclassification of physical activity provision as healthcare provision, with consequential benefits to the way in which it is regulated and taxed.

   - Sport England and other national sports funding bodies should invest in a major review of the technological infrastructure which currently underpins the physical activity sector’s delivery. This should be done in collaboration with the wider physical activity sector. It should be followed by a national investment programme – based on international examples and best practice from the private sector – to develop a modernised technical system across the sector to provide greater insight and understanding of behaviour patterns and the effectiveness of methods of delivery.
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2 Led by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport’s consultation, and as part of Sport England’s new direction, all groups with the mission and vision to get more people, more active, more often, including National Governing Bodies, should have an equal opportunity to bid for and access funding, with the most effective and competitive models given priority.

» Whether it is a totally voluntary community group working in the most deprived community, or a major international consumer brand that wishes to put physical activity into the mainstream by launching a national advertising campaign, government and its agencies should be a supportive friend, enabling all parties to achieve more through collaboration.

» The current system of sports funding should be re-imagined so that anyone can easily and fairly access government support, regardless of definition or setting, if they have a role to play, or something to be gained from getting more people, more active, more often.

» Reforms should be made to Lottery funding criteria to make this possible and Sport England should get the support necessary to take a more investment-based approach enabling it to recoup its investment over time.

3 Local authorities, with their local leisure operators, have a unique role to play in safeguarding and improving the health of the nation. It is essential that local authorities, CCGs and the broader health community engage with and support the physical activity sector to support the protection of vital services.

» The Department for Communities and Local Government should work with CCGs and the wider health community to ensure that both the actual and potential future impact of leisure services is considered within all holistic local spending reviews, and that the impact of leisure providers is cited within all Joint Strategic Needs Assessments. Given the value that leisure, activity and sports services create for local communities, Government should explore establishing such services as mandatory, particularly for areas of deprivation for which other forms of provision may not be on offer.

» The active leisure sector should be given support to improve, modernise and invest in its facilities within the ambition that every facility in the country complies with the English Federation of Disability Sport’s Inclusive Fitness Initiative. Public Health England should join forces with ukactive and the Department for Work and Pensions to expand the award-winning Instructability programme led by Aspire and funded by Sport England, as well as supporting the growth of any employer-led programme of its type that demonstrates an impact. A clear message must be sent that the physical activity sector is one where everyone can feel like they belong, regardless of age, sex, disability or sexual orientation.

4 The physical activity sector is a champion of inclusivity and diversity within the vibrant communities it serves. Government and local authorities should work alongside the sector to identify opportunities to support traditionally inactive populations and deliver the wider ambition of an active lifestyle for everyone.

» More women and girls use gyms and swimming pools to get active than play sport.12 This should be celebrated and encouraged, and the pioneering ‘This Girl Can’ expanded so it can support more women to get active in all settings. This should include more collaboration with the physical activity sector to expand its reach.

» Other priority segments should be identified for the creation of national frameworks and campaigns that inspire local action. Change4Life and ‘This Girl Can’ have shown that national campaigns can be adapted for local action by entrepreneurial and creative physical activity sector organisations. Other areas – such as older adults – should be considered for similar campaigns that can be harnessed locally to instigate new projects, products and outreach.

---

The image and resources of trusted brands can play a huge role in inspiring more people to take part in physical activity programmes. The physical activity sector should fully explore the contribution private companies can make to getting more people, more active, more often.

As part of a new, independent Physical Activity Network championed by Public Health England and ukactive, a series of initiatives should be created to identify large corporate brands that have the potential and reach to partner with or support the development of local physical activity opportunities. The reach and presence of big brands should be utilised to get more people active. The Physical Activity Network should broker partnerships and collaborations that have the potential to develop an impact.

Sponsors of corporate sporting events such as the Olympic and Paralympic Games or the Rugby World Cup should be encouraged, as part of their agreements, to make specific commitments around investment in local activity opportunities, particularly those that target inactive or under-represented groups.

Major consumer brands should have access to the latest evidence of what physical activity works to ensure that their programmes and campaigns are evidence-based, well targeted and end up as more than a PR or CSR exercise for corporate or commercial purposes. If brands are invited to the table, they must approach the issue from an informed and credible perspective, rather than simply pursue cynical marketing approaches to achieve their own objectives.

Bodies such as the Premier League, which has already demonstrated considerable commitment to improving health and wellbeing by getting more people active, should be connected to the wider physical activity sector to ensure that its programmes are of high quality, utilise the latest evidence of what works and are supported to maximise their reach.
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DISABILITY PARTICIPATION

‘Building on London 2012 Paralympic Games’ success, we have taken great strides in supporting more disabled people to be physically active. To support this, EFDS has brought new insight and evidence about what is needed to get more disabled people active for life. However, there is significantly more to do. The ukactive Blueprint adds new momentum to show how much further we can go. As EFDS’s Chief Executive, I fully endorse ukactive’s calls and share their goal of supporting everyone, disabled and non-disabled people, to make activity a central part of their life.’

Chief Executive of the English Federation of Disability Sport

Fig 8.

Local facilities should be supported to undertake a comprehensive modernisation programme to ensure all their facilities are inclusive and accessible to everyone.

INTRODUCTION

Disabled people can face a vast number of psychological, logistical and physical barriers to getting physically active. Perceptions of feeling unable to take part in sport or exercise, insufficient transport links and inaccessible facilities all currently contribute toward disabled people being some of the most isolated and inactive people in the country. Disability may not always be visible – physical activity can help support people living with lifelong conditions or struggling with mental health issues.

Urgent action can and should be taken to ensure disabled people have the same opportunity to choose to be active in the widest range of activities – whether that be in their home, their community, or their local gym. There is the potential for activity to become a central part of any support programme, embedded within personal care plans and seen more widely as a path to empowerment, independence and progression. In addition to this, it’s crucial for considerations around accessibility of active environments and active travel to be included.

The 2012 Paralympic Games showed that having an impairment doesn’t preclude being active. The activity sector has disabled customers training and progressing every single day – and seven in ten disabled people still want to do more. The time is ripe to now make inclusion of disabled people a mainstream non-negotiable, as opposed to an area of standalone consideration.

BARRY HORNE
Chief Executive of the English Federation of Disability Sport

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Everyone living with a disability must have the opportunity and the motivation to be regularly physically active. Proactively ensuring that this happens will be a vital component in any overall strategy to get more people, more active, more often.

- All disabled people should have access to a named physical activity behaviour change intervention at their local GP surgery, utilising evidence-based techniques like motivational interviewing, and involving disabled people as peer mentors and role models in its design and delivery. All community exercise professionals running and overseeing such schemes should have specific knowledge of the benefits physical activity can offer to disabled people, what activity is appropriate for people with different disabilities and impairments and what local opportunities are available to get active.

- As part of any broader marketing campaign designed to encourage more people to be more active, specific and adequate resources should be allocated to target the most inactive and marginalised groups, including disabled people. This has the potential to have a wide ranging impact on the inclusion of disabled people in wider society.

- The spirit of the London 2012 Paralympic Games and major initiatives such as Invictus should be harnessed to challenge both the positive and negative stereotypes of disability and impairment. Role models must also be created from every day disabled people and inspirational people with a disability who train within the facilities of the active leisure sector every day.

2. The physical activity sector, supported by government and local authorities across the country, should utilise its vast resources to ensure there are ample opportunities for disabled people to get active.

- With government support, local authorities and other agencies should help local activity and fitness facilities undertake a comprehensive modernisation programme. The aim will be to ensure that all facilities are inclusive and accessible to everyone, based on the successful Inclusive Fitness Initiative criteria.

- Training on the specific needs of disabled people should be incorporated into the national standards for activity professionals so that everyone leaving a training course has a basic underpinning knowledge of how to support people with a disability.

- Every fitness and activity facility should nominate a member of staff as an ‘Inclusivity Champion’, and include in their responsibilities the requirement to continually work to recommend and implement measures to make their facility more accessible and appropriate for disabled people.

- A clear message of inclusion should be sent through the scaling-up of the multi-award winning Instructability programme led by Aspire and funded by Sport England. This programme has placed more than 200 disabled people into work in the physical activity sector, with disabled people supported in their onward career progression in the sector including to senior levels of executive leadership and management. This programme, and others that deliver the same outcome, should be expanded nationwide.

- The physical activity sector should work closely with CCGs to determine the exact requirements of disabled people in their local area and offer free or subsidised targeted physical activity sessions in both peak and off-peak hours as part of a strategy of growing participation.
INTRODUCTION

Today’s children are the least active generation in history: only half of all children in the UK achieve the sixty minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity recommended by the Chief Medical Officer. Earlier this year, ukactive released a policy report that warned of creating ‘Generation Inactive.’ An entirely preventable lack of activity means Generation Inactive are at a higher risk of experiencing physical, mental and social health issues throughout their lives.

Until now, the debate on childhood inactivity has focused on tackling obesity through the promotion of childhood sport and PE – an approach dangerously narrow in scope and doomed to failure. We have been trying to solve the wrong problem with the wrong solution. A double negative that does not balance out and it simply leaves us no closer to getting young people moving.

Regular activity offers health benefits far beyond weight management, including improved physical and mental health and higher academic attainment. A more radical and comprehensive approach is now needed: both to understand the extent of childhood inactivity and build basic activity back into children’s lives. Movement and play should be an integral part of every child’s life; from their first months children and parents must be supported by the health, education and physical activity sectors to instil this vital habit at the earliest stage. Work needs to be done to create a greater understanding between teachers, parents, the health sector, children’s activity and sport providers and children themselves, as to what works in getting children moving again.

Emma Williams
Executive Director of the Parent Teacher Association

“As a mother, yoga teacher and a leader whose mission is to promote successful home school relationships, I wholeheartedly support ukactive’s Blueprint for an Active Britain. At PTA UK, through encouraging positive home school relationships we are doing our bit; through supporting programmes such as Living Streets and Change4Life we encourage PTAs to work closely with their school to develop walking schemes and fun activities: our members raise more than £120m a year to provide playgrounds, PE equipment and even swimming pools in schools and our parent volunteers are the ones that often make possible the extracurricular activities that improve the quality of school life.”

Government should commission further evidence into a standardised baseline measure for children’s fitness, and extend the National Child Measurement Programme to measure it.

The primary ‘PE & Sport Premium’ should be rebranded as the primary ‘Physical Activity and PE Premium’.

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

Fitness is Child’s Play

Executive Director of the Parent Teacher Association
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1 There is currently no standardised, comprehensive measurement of children’s fitness. Government and the academic community must understand the extent of the inactivity crisis in children and young people today if we are to turn the tide effectively on Generation Inactive.

» Government should commission further evidence into a standardised baseline measure for children’s fitness and their achievement of the CMO’s guidelines for physical activity, as is currently being investigated in several Local Authority areas, with the view to eventually extend the National Child Measurement Programme to measure fitness.

» A full-scale review should be commissioned to investigate levels of inactivity during childhood and provide a detailed programme of reform to ingrain activity back into children’s daily lives, with particular focus on tackling inactivity. The review to include consultation with parents, teachers and children’s activity providers.

2 Activity and movement should once again become the norm for children and young people at school and beyond.

» The primary ‘PE & Sport Premium’ should be rebranded as the primary ‘Physical Activity and PE Premium’ to address the core issue of inactivity and the notion that there are plenty of fun and efficient ways that children can be active throughout the day.

» Head teachers should be supported to understand how the school can create environments conducive to activity throughout the school, adopting a whole school, whole-day approach to physical activity and ensuring appropriate support is given to children who require it the most.

» Parents and schools should collaborate to ensure walking to school becomes the norm for the majority of children, exploring the possibility and implementation of car-free zones and walking buses.

» Local authorities should work with high schools and academies, initially in pilot areas, to provide a long-term motivational behavioural change intervention scheme in partnership with activity providers, to engage the most inactive children and signpost to activity opportunities tailored to individual needs.

» Schools should be encouraged to engage the support of high quality external providers to help raise the capabilities of teachers, provide additional capacity or deliver a broader range of activity services for young people.

» Parents should be supported to make sure that children have plenty of active choices during weekend and holiday periods, with the provision of children’s activities and opportunities to play included within Personalised Activity Plans promoted within the wider ‘Workout from Work’ policy.

—continued on next page
Parents and families should be supported to develop active lifestyles, to ensure children develop the lifelong habit of regular physical activity from the earliest age. Parents should have access to on-going support and guidance throughout the first five years of parenthood.

The forthcoming Childcare Bill, guaranteeing 30 hours of free childcare a week for children aged 3–4, should include a statutory requirement for a dedicated allocation of time for play and physical activity, with effective models of delivery of Motivational Interviewing already underway with the National Childbirth Trust scaled up.

There is a perception, rightly so in some cases, that technology has contributed to the increasingly sedentary lifestyles of children. However, as recent developments in active software and hardware have shown, rapidly emerging technology can also present a huge opportunity for, rather than just a barrier to, activity.

To fully grasp the potential of new and emerging technology to inspire and support children to get active, the technology sector should be encouraged to develop inspiring, innovative and evidence-based platforms and applications targeted at children, and build upon high-potential models. The sector should also spread the message to parents that new technology can embed active habits as much as it can increase sedentary time. Parents should be encouraged to limit their children’s screen time to 120 minutes for children under five and 60 minutes for children under five.
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ACTIVE TRAVEL

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the number of active trips has been steadily declining – contributing to the increasingly sedentary lifestyles that have developed for adults and children in Britain. 24

Active travel, for a great number of people, represents one of the easiest and most accessible ways of keeping an active lifestyle. Walking and cycling have the potential to reap huge benefits socially and in terms of healthcare outcomes, making it an essential part of any overarching activity strategy.

The Welsh Government has already pioneered the first Active Travel Act in Europe, emulating small-scale international examples from cities in Northern Europe that show putting walking and cycling at the heart of local transport decisions – and creating an environment that supports active travel – not only brings substantial socioeconomic benefits, but also impacts the broader wellbeing of society. 25

A small number of low-cost steps can improve the safety, accessibility and attractiveness of the local environment and engage even the most inactive groups – across income, age and gender – to incorporate activity into their everyday lives. Moreover, in places where more people walk and fewer people drive, there are improvements in air quality and reductions in social isolation – both of which bring additional health benefits.

"Walking is one of the best ways to keep active. It’s free, accessible to all and can be easily slotted into daily lives as part of journeys to school, work and the shops. It benefits our mental health and can prevent chronic illnesses like heart disease and diabetes. When we walk it’s good for us, our environment and our local economy. When we don’t, our sedentary lifestyle creates isolation and an increasing strain on the NHS. It’s great that this report is highlighting the vital role active travel plays in promoting physical activity."

JOE IRVITT
Chief Executive of Living Streets

"Fig 10.

Walking is one of the best ways to keep active. It’s free, accessible to all and can be easily slotted into daily lives as part of journeys to school, work and the shops. It benefits our mental health and can prevent chronic illnesses like heart disease and diabetes. When we walk it’s good for us, our environment and our local economy. When we don’t, our sedentary lifestyle creates isolation and an increasing strain on the NHS. It’s great that this report is highlighting the vital role active travel plays in promoting physical activity."

Local transport authorities should launch pilot schemes in collaboration with employers to establish an evidence-based points-based system to increase the take-up of active journeys.

Moving Forward


POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The government has committed for the first time to set out a long term plan for improving walking and cycling in a Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (CWIS). The strategy provides a unique opportunity for government to make walking and cycling the natural choice for regular journeys, bringing with it huge benefits to the nation’s transport and health.

   » Strategic, long term investment in walking and cycling is needed to meet existing policy commitments, in particular to double the number of journeys cycled and reverse the decline in children walking to school. The government must now ensure the necessary funds are available across the relevant government departments to fund an effective Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy. These funds should be used not only for infrastructure programmes but also for behaviour change interventions that provide support and motivation to inactive people, encouraging them to build activity into their everyday lives. Evidence has shown that motivational interviewing programmes lead to increased levels of walking so they should play an integral part in this strategy.

2. Making walking and cycling the natural choice for every day, short journeys can improve the health and wellbeing of entire communities and radically improve their social and health outcomes. Local authorities should continually identify areas and opportunities to encourage active travel and implement evidence-based solutions to promote it.

   » In line with the recommendations from Public Health England’s Everybody Active, Every Day, Government should examine all the factors and behaviours influencing active travel and, as part of a wider focus on physical activity promotion, resource local authorities to build new active travel infrastructures and improve existing ones.

   » Joint Strategic Needs Assessments should analyse the opportunities and barriers to active travel in the local area and highlight improvements which can be made, as well as specific measures to engage the least active groups and those suffering the worst walking conditions. Building upon the pioneering Active Travel Act (Wales) 2013, local authorities should publish community active travel route maps every year with a variety of routes based on traffic usage to ensure cycling is accessible to everyone.

   » Local authorities should support the growth programmes proven to be effective in encouraging active travel, including Living Streets’ Walk to School programme and the Sustrans’ National Cycle Network and seek to disseminate information on usage of these programmes via community outlets as well as sign-posting through public sector employees.

   » Feeling safe in an environment is one of the single biggest factors influencing active travel. A 20mph speed limit should be introduced in streets where people live, work and shop to create an environment where people feel safe and confident to walk or cycle.

3. Government and local authorities should collaborate with schools, workplaces, the physical activity sector and technology providers to champion active commuting.

   » To encourage children and parents to take up walking, the Department for Transport and local authorities should support and incentivise schools to implement and deliver walk to school programmes, as well as develop and adopt other evidence-based strategies, including the implementation of car-free zones.

   » In line with recommendations from the London Health Commission, local transport authorities, such as Transport for London, should launch pilot schemes in collaboration with employers to establish an evidence-based points-based system to increase the take-up of active journeys.

   » The active travel and health communities should work closely with existing innovative technology providers and new start-ups that have the potential to encourage more people to make active journeys, particularly through collaborating to share data on the most effective methods of engagement.

   » Existing technology platforms should be used to track, measure and evaluate current active travel schemes.

LOCAL TRANSPORT AUTHORITIES SHOULD LAUNCH PILOT SCHEMES IN COLLABORATION WITH EMPLOYERS TO INCREASE THE TAKE-UP OF ACTIVE JOURNEYS.
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INTRODUCTION
The capability of the workforce – from shop-floor to boardroom – has an unrivalled impact on the ability of physical activity to become a core part of health delivery. As the physical activity sector grows and adapts into new areas, it must also ensure that it brings the workforce with it, closing skills gaps where they are found, and providing clear, employer-led guidance to training providers and awarding bodies around what is needed to progress. A skilled workforce, backed up by a strong regulatory framework, will be a great asset to the health delivery sector and a welcome addition to the delivery landscape. It is only through detailed reform, of both the sector’s own workforce regulation procedure, as well as significant support and guidance from the Government, that the physical activity professional can begin to be seen for what it is, a front-line deliverer of wellbeing.

THE WELLBEING WORKFORCE

RICH MILLARD
Chair, Physical Activity Trailblazer Group

“ukactive’s Blueprint for an Active Britain aims to put the physical activity sector at the heart of the government’s approach to health; it’s only through a workforce fit to deliver the mission of more people, more active, more often that this will become a reality. I welcome the fact that there is now so much work being done, both within the sector and in government, to make sure that the skills and training delivered meet the high standards we aspire to reach. The sector’s uptake of the Trailblazer programme has shown the appetite that currently exists for this area of work, and we look forward to working to introduce some of the reforms set out in this document which will allow the sector to grow at a faster rate while continuing to serve the needs of consumers everyday.”

THE RIGHT SKILLS FOR THE JOB

To integrate the army of activity professionals within the delivery of health, all stakeholders should work towards establishing a Chartered Physical Activity Professional.

Fig 11.

GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO PLACE THE FUTURE WORKFORCE STRATEGY FOR THE ACTIVITY SECTOR IN THE HANDS OF EMPLOYERS.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Government should support the strategy for workforce development that has been articulated by leading employers within the physical activity sector.

   - Employers have called for a single unified skills development strategy under the leadership of employers, and informed by stakeholders, such as those in government and the medical community. This strategy must cover all job roles at all levels; providing a clear line of sight between entry to the workforce and the boardroom. It must have a single process for employer-led stakeholder-informed standards development, a single process for endorsement of training against it, a single process for recognising professional competencies and a single process for professional registration that drives on-going Continuous Professional Development. This process should lead to the establishment of a Chartered Physical Activity Professional. Where exercise professionals are working with patients, from levels four and above, their process of registration should include independent regulation and a process of withdrawing their professional status in the event of malpractice.

2. The physical activity sector provides a huge number of jobs and apprenticeships for young people, with a low barrier to entry for people of all backgrounds, and opportunities for growth and development at all levels. In order to support the growth of apprenticeships within this sector, the government should work with the active leisure community to ensure funding arrangements fit with the operational landscape of business.

   - The Department of Culture, Media and Sport should continue to follow the direction of travel it is currently taking in placing the future workforce strategy for the activity sector in the hands of employers.

   - As part of a wider Industrial Strategy championed across government, the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills should commit to working alongside physical activity providers and the healthcare workforce to create a long-term strategic vision for the wellbeing workforce. This will upskill the workforce to meet the current needs of employers, as well as the long-term needs of the health sector.

   - The Skills Funding Agency should make special concessions for employers within the physical activity sector when introducing new funding reforms. This will recognise the potentially harmful impact that the rapid introduction of employer contributions will have on many employers’ ability to deliver their contribution to the overall target of three million more apprentices.

3. Physical activity professionals must play an increasingly central role in the nation’s health and wellbeing through existing practice, as well as developing its role further in the health and wellbeing sectors.

   - The Department of Health should commission a diagnostic review of the physical activity delivery landscape within the physical activity and public health sectors to establish where any skills gaps may lie, and what will be required from activity professionals in five, 10 and 20 years’ time. This should be done in partnership with employers and in conjunction with ukactive and the UK Commission on Employment and Skills.

   - Local authorities should increasingly commission physical activity training for the wider workforce, both those working in a leisure delivery capacity or as part of wider public health delivery.

   - Under the guidance of Sport England and to meet the availability of jobs provided by employers in the sector, National Governing Bodies of Sport should scale back the training of sport-specific coaches, focusing instead on a more blended, multi-sport approach to allow for flexibility in delivering a range of physical activity sessions and programmes for all ages and backgrounds.
At Age UK we encourage anything that keeps older people healthy and socially engaged and recognise that physical activity can play a key part in making this possible. We encourage leisure facilities and physical activity clubs to be inclusive of older people and to offer adapted sports and equipment where possible. Many of our local Age UKs are working with older people and organisations across the country to help older people to be as healthy and active as they can.

Underused space and resources in the daytime should be utilised to provide regular free or subsidised activity sessions targeted at older people.
INTRODUCTION

Remaining active throughout life is a vital part of ageing well. All types of physical activity – from walking and gardening, to dedicated exercise classes – can improve mobility, protect against ill-health, enhance mental wellbeing and lower the risk of cognitive decline, as well as keep individuals more independent for longer.

The Five Year Forward View, a roadmap outlining how the NHS can remain sustainable while still providing for an ageing population, highlighted the need to encourage healthy lifestyles in people of all ages, to prevent the development of lifestyle related non-communicable diseases. Ensuring older people have opportunities and the motivation to be active is therefore paramount to securing the future of the NHS.

Local authorities, health practitioners and fitness operators all have a role to play in supporting people to be active well into old age: from broad measures ensuring the local community is easily accessible by foot, to providing specifically targeted activity opportunities for older people in collaboration with the active leisure sector.

ALL CARE HOMES IN THE UK SHOULD INTRODUCE AN EVIDENCE-BASED PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BEHAVIOURAL INTERVENTION.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Regular activity offers many physical and mental health benefits and contributes toward a long, healthy and independent life. Encouraging and enabling older people to be active in their community should therefore be a priority for government, local authorities and the activity sector.

   - An activity analysis should be carried out within the physical activity sections of the Joint Strategic Needs Assessments and Health and Wellbeing Strategies. The analysis should focus on the local area’s accessibility and suitability for older people, with specific recommendations and actions around building local partnerships to cater for the individual needs of older residents.

   - Local authorities, leisure operators and local community groups should work together to utilise underused space and resources in the daytime to provide regular free or subsidised activity sessions targeted at older people, with evidence-based programmes underpinned by staff and facilitators with appropriate skills and training.

   - To reduce the usage of social care services, all care homes in the UK should introduce an evidenced-based physical activity behavioural intervention, in partnership with the physical activity sector and local health groups. Care homes should be supported with a specific ‘what works’ programme to raise the understanding of the equipment and programmes that have the strongest impact in relation to activity levels and increased independence.
Regular physical activity has the potential to have a significant impact on the prevention, treatment and management of a range of mental health problems. Having a mental health problem should never be a barrier to being physically active so it’s essential that those of us with a mental health problem have the opportunity to access appropriate, effective local services that can support the development of active lifestyles available for everyone. This report highlights the need for physical activity policy to go beyond speaking purely about physical health, and raises some practical measures that can impact on people’s mental wellbeing.”

Paul Farmer
Chief Executive of Mind

**POSITIVE STEPS**

Every person who has a mental health diagnosis should have access to an evidence-based physical activity intervention, and be central to its design and implementation.

**Fig 13.**

INTRODUCTION

More than a million antidepressants are now dispensed in the UK every week – an increase of nearly 60 per cent in the last decade. The UK is developing an expensive over-reliance on medication, despite the increasingly powerful evidence-base demonstrating the powerful, long-term positive effects regular activity can have on mental health and wellbeing.

From enhancing people’s mood, to reducing stress and improving self-esteem, physical activity plays a crucial role in mental wellbeing and prevents the onset of symptoms of conditions such as depression, dementia and cognitive decline.

People living with a mental health problem are more likely to be sedentary. Many feel like they face insurmountable barriers to getting active, compounding the damaging effect of their mental health problem with poorer physical health as well.

The positive effect physical activity can have on mental health is now understood. People living with mental health problems should be supported to get active as early as possible and physical activity incorporated accordingly in all management and treatment pathways.

As well as being an effective treatment for specific mental health conditions, regular physical activity can play a huge role in improving overall mental wellbeing, affecting productivity, attentiveness and the confidence of individuals, more of which needs to be highlighted and championed by government, mental health groups and the activity sector.

---


Every person who has a mental health diagnosis should have access to an evidence-based physical activity intervention, and be central to its design and implementation.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1 Every person living with a mental health problem faces different obstacles and barriers to getting active. Varied, flexible activity solutions should be provided to allow each person to receive a tailored approach.

- Every person who has a mental health diagnosis should have access to a named physical activity intervention in line with NICE guidance, based upon proven evidence-based behavioural interventions such as motivational interviewing.

- People living with mental health problems should be involved in the design and implementation of any physical activity interventions or schemes. Local authorities should work with volunteers from local mental health peer support groups such as Local Minds to inspire and train users to run local activity opportunities.

- Targeted campaigns and programmes such as Sport England and Mind’s Get Set Go programme and Bike Minded should be championed by funding bodies and the mental health awareness community in order to raise activity levels. The wider physical activity sector should act to support these initiatives and provide an inclusive environment for people with a mental health problem to enjoy physical activity.

2 All mental health practitioners should be fully informed of, and supported to act upon, the vast potential physical activity has to improve mental health. Mental health awareness groups should work closely with the activity sector to share knowledge and best practice.

- Mental health awareness groups should seek to partner with training providers in the physical activity sector to ensure that provision of physical activity for people with a mental health problem is widely acknowledged and recognised by the relevant deliverers within the physical activity sector.

- Physical activity providers should make use of existing mental health networks to share best practice on supporting people with mental health problems to do more physical activity, especially in relation to existing physical activity on referral pathways for people with a mental health diagnosis.

3 Although physical activity has a huge impact upon the treatment and management of specific mental health problems, physical activity plays a wider role in improved overall mental wellbeing. Government should recognise the unique role of physical activity in terms of its ability to positively affect other behaviours.

- The Chief Medical Officer’s physical activity guidelines should make a wider reference to the positive mental health benefits of physical activity.

- Public Health England, as part of its wider investment in the social marketing of physical activity, should alongside local partners and the physical activity sector seek to promote the understanding of the mental wellbeing benefits of an active lifestyle and champion a campaign to boost the public’s understanding the mood-improving impact of regular exercise.

TARGETED PROGRAMMES SHOULD BE CHAMPIONED BY FUNDING BODIES AND THE MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS COMMUNITY TO RAISE ACTIVITY LEVELS.
Any national physical activity strategy must include specific provisions to protect green spaces and encourage more people to venture outdoors.

Fig 14
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INTRODUCTION

The outdoors remains a vast, largely untapped resource in many local communities. Public Health England’s Everybody Active, Every Day highlighted the now clear correlation between the amount of high-quality green space in any area and local public health outcomes. As the entire health system in the UK moves toward a sustainable, preventative model, it cannot ignore the importance and cost-effectiveness of the great outdoors. Attractive green space has the potential to encourage even the most inactive groups to venture outside and receive the powerful health benefits that entail.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Readily available, high quality green space in a local community can have a substantial impact on the amount of physical activity of a local population. Local authorities and government have a responsibility to ensure every local community around the country has green spaces that communities can harness to inspire greater amounts of activity.

   » Any national physical activity strategy must include specific provisions to protect green spaces that are well-utilised for activity opportunities and encourage more people to venture outdoors.

   » Turning the Tide of Inactivity highlighted that sheer amounts of green space is not an accurate indicator of activity levels. Local authorities should ensure the usable green space in their area is kept to a high-quality and is easily accessible to inspire as many people as possible to be active.

   » Local authorities should work with local activity and leisure providers and the private sector to explore innovative ways to use green space, including programmed activity sessions and community wellbeing initiatives that make use of the great outdoors to get more people active. As part of this process, it is crucial that programmed activity delivered in parks that come under local authority regulation are licensed by an agreed Code of Practice that covers their safe and professional use.

2. Evidence is increasingly demonstrating the powerful medicinal effect green space can have on improving health and wellbeing.

   » The Department of Health and Public Health England, in conjunction with CCGs, should recognise the importance of combining outdoor exercise and physical activity – particularly in green spaces – when seeking to treat lifestyle-related diseases and mental health problems. This includes under utilised open space such as woodlands and reservoirs.


INTRODUCTION

Public Health England’s landmark document Everybody Active, Every Day made clear that the built environment should make activity the easy and enjoyable choice. The accessibility, safety and attractiveness of the built environment are potentially the most influential factors in determining a community’s local activity levels, and as more and more people gravitate toward cities, it is crucial that cities themselves, as well as the buildings and micro-communities therein, are built to inspire activity and support healthy lifestyles.

There is now a broad consensus that architects, designers, developers and town planners should be challenged to take advantage of the vast resources of the built environment and use it to its fullest potential in order to support the meeting of local health outcomes.

Through innovative planning and management of the local environment alongside public health practitioners and physical activity providers, areas can be designed to encourage more physical activity and play a major role in improving community wellbeing.

JANE DUNCAN
President of the Royal Institute of British Architects

“Where we live and work is potentially the largest, most powerful factor in determining how active we are. An attractive, safe and accessible environment can inspire even the least active people – those who stand to gain the most from a more active lifestyle – to incorporate small but significant amounts of activity into their lives. I support ukactive’s policies to challenge and enable architects, designers and town planners to create their own innovative solutions to the inactivity crisis.”

Fig 15.

All new developments and regeneration projects should be challenged to promote physical activity and active travel.

PLACES FIT FOR LIVING

All new developments and regeneration projects should be challenged to promote the local community’s ability to be active through new and existing formats.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Where we live affects how active we are. Government and local authorities should raise physical activity and public health as a priority in the design of the built environment, including in towns, cities, business parks, new buildings and developments, and open spaces.

- To raise the understanding of what works, research should be prioritised into what is best practice when designing active environments, conducting a review of existing evidence nationally and internationally, and resourcing the ongoing evaluation of promising pilot initiatives and practices such as externally visible stairs or skip-stop elevators. It should establish usable guidance so that local planners and public health practitioners can effectively ‘fitness test’ new developments.

- Joint Strategic Needs Assessments and Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategies should include a dedicated analysis of the local built environment in regards to its accessibility and usability for active lifestyles. They should create specific targets to redesign and improve the local area accordingly in partnership with town planners and local developers.

- All new developments and regeneration projects should be challenged to promote physical activity and active travel through the existing Design and Access Statement, to ensure they will have a positive, rather than negative, influence on the local community’s ability to be active. Local authority planning departments should be required to report the potential public health impact of large-scale planning applications.

- The work of the Government Science Office Foresight Programme, which has looked into the cities of the future, should be given a wider audience and used to shape policy thinking behind a long-term investment programme to redesign the cities in which we live to promote physical activity as the norm.

2. Everybody Active, Every Day highlighted the need for innovative thinking and new networks of expertise to design and build active environments. It is crucial that architects, designers and town planners have a strong understanding of the evidence base and how active environments can be designed, and are armed with the tools to do so.

- The Department for Local Government and Communities, alongside Public Health England, should commit to developing and delivering – with the support of local partners – a series of guidance, tools and resources for planning, construction and spatial development professionals. These will develop an improved awareness of the public health impact of the built environment and begin to regulate practice, taking inspiration and best practice from successful international examples such as New York City’s Active Design Guidelines for Architects.

- A senior town planner should sit on local health and wellbeing boards to ensure the practicalities of delivering wellbeing-friendly new building works, and that all local decision making regarding health promotion factors in the built environment.